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Women who go by night with “Diana” in Regino and Raterius. Witches ride with the “the witch Holda” in the Corrector sive Medicus and Canon Episcopii. The legend of Herodias, and how she may relate to Haera, Ero, Mother Earth. Holda, Holt, Frau Holle, and Perchta:
the spinning Old Goddess, the winternights, and weather-making. Wendish Pši-Polnitsa. Penitential interrogatories: “Is there any woman who?” The timeless spinning of Berthe, the Swanfooted, and la Reine Pédauque. St Néomaye and Mother Goose. Women who lay tables for the Fates.
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Frankish and German persecutions. Female ordeals. Burning women by iron and fire in Spain. English witch burning laws: of clerics and kings. Patterns of verbal abuse: “Witch and Whore.” Mythical back projections of Scottish hunts. 11th century witch persecutions in Germany, Russia, Denmark, France, Bohemia, and Hungary. Secular hunts and modern myths about church hunts in the early middle ages.
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